
Our company is hiring for a senior test technician. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for senior test technician

Provide expert application support for both internal and external customers
as it pertains to product application and customization for quotes and
designs
Maintain a relationship with our agents and provide them with the best
support possible to help them sell our products
Provide engineering support and ensure effective cross-functional
communication
Handle complex projects and interactions with contractors to answer any
product/installation questions they might have
Support engineering with a variety of moderately complex electrical
engineering related duties and/or hands-on tasks
Captures electrical schematics in electrical CAD tools such as ORCAD or
PROMIS-E
Performs electrical wiring and soldering rework of prototype hardware
Performs electrical setup of high power system testing and test equipment
(e.g., oscilloscopes and power analyzers)
Reviews project instructions and drawings to ascertain test specifications,
procedures, objectives, test equipment, nature of technical problem and
possible solutions, and to support the design for manufacture
Orders prototype materials

Qualifications for senior test technician

Example of Senior Test Technician Job Description
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Work in a development and production setting, where you will fabricate and
build cables & wire harnesses, for Ground Support Equipment, and provide
wiring harness installation on chassis frames and system test consoles derived
from drawings and build documents
Provide technical support towards electrical, electro-mechanical, cryogenics,
and electro-optical test set-ups
Basic computer and software skills to include the use of word processing and
email the basic use of spreadsheets
Diploma/ Advanced/Higher/Graduate Diploma in Computer/
Telecommunication Engineering, Electrical/ Electronic Engineering,
Mechatronic/ Electromechanical Engineering
Knowledge in personal computer and windows applications (Unix, XP, NT and
)
Knowledge in software applications (Cam Cad, Minitab, VB, and )


